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To Stay Or Not To Stay:
That Is The Question?
by Ido and Ayelet Shiryon-Wessler
February has just ended
and we are required to start
giving answers: Answers to
the community, to the Jewish
Agency and especially an
answer to ourselves. To stay
or not to stay, for a second
year?
A little more than six
months ago, at the end of
August 2010, we arrived in
Saskatoon. If we don’t stay
for the second year, then we have crossed the half way line of our time
here, or as we say it in Tzahal, (the I.D.F) we have flipped a record. If you
try to look at it from a different angle, you’ll see that if we were to stay for
another year we have a considerable period of time to listen to the record.
So what exactly makes the question so difficult?
Let’s go through some of our Dilemmas: The Apartment: It is bigger
than our last apartment. The Car: It is better than our last car and it is being
taking care of by the best of the best. Maybe it is our cozy office or our
Hebrew School kids that we love so much. It might be the BBYO that keep
reminding us how fun it was to be teenagers or the JSA that are keeping us
in shape to brake a record in a sporting career, or maybe it is our peers, all
the young adults that we have so much in common with. Maybe it is the
continued on page 7
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Congregation Agudas
Israel Wins Grant for its
Breakfast Club

Kitchens
from our

Congregants

from Franci Holstlander
The following is a recipe my mother Clarice Schwartz used to make every
Pesach. She was a great cook, though only baked on Pesach. We were
thrilled with the yummy cakes and brownies, but dreaded the “bagels”,
which were more like disgusting tasting blobs that had the density of
hockey pucks. We used to have to take those with Hebrew National salami
for our lunches and all the mustard and ketchup in the world could not
cover the taste of those bagels. I never did ask for that recipe, though have
come across ones that seem similar. Instead, I will share the chocolate
cake that I have carried on making and my family loves.

Chocolate Cake 1 dozen eggs separated
(from Clarice Schwartz) ¾ cup cake meal
¼ cup potato starch
1 ½ cups sugar

The Breakfast Club is proud to present the latest
picture from our last Israeli movie & discussion.
We are proud to be one of the winners of the Ma'alot
grant for community innovative programs.

½ teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon cinnamon
¾ cup Hersey’s syrup
(can add nuts)

Beat the whites with the salt until stiff. Beat the yolks separately. Add
everything else to the yolks. Then blend the yolk mixture with the whites
very slowly and carefully. Bake in a big tube (angel food cake pan) at
325 degrees for about 70 minutes (it should spring back lightly to the
touch like sponge cakes do!). Hang upside down until it cools. DO NOT
GREASE THE PAN!! Cut it out carefully with a bread knife.

A Chabadnik in Saskatoon

by Rabbi Rafael Kats

I would like to thank the Editor-In-Chief
of The Bulletin, Dr. Steven Goluboff and the
president of C.A.I., Mrs. Heather Fenyes, for
coming up with the idea for me to write this
column. Thank you so much for giving me
the opportunity to share a few words with
the community as an introduction to our
arrival here. I am flattered and humbled that
you have invited me to voice my position.
My wife and I are thrilled by the prospect
of coming to Saskatoon and joining this
wonderful community. When I was in
Saskatoon this past fall I encountered a
thriving, energetic Jewish community and I
had the pleasure of meeting and getting
acquainted with many of you. In addition,
we have heard many beautiful things and we
look forward to getting to know everyone
personally.
Allow me to share with you the reason for
our move to Saskatoon. Why, after all, would
a young couple with three children choose to
uproot their comfortable lives among family
and friends, and move to a distant city, with
all its unknowns?
The brief answer is because we have been
taught and inspired from a young age that the
Jewish people are one organism, one family,
one unit. And as such we must do everything
possible to help each other, to love each other
and to help each other grow. British Chief
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks once said: “What

drives a Chabadnik? The love for the
Jewish people. Hitler and the Nazis
pursued every single Jew with hatred.
All Jews were one in the hateful eyes
of the obscene German Nazis. In a
Chabadnik’s eyes, all Jews are one in
love. If we don’t pursue every single
Jew with love – with more passion
and commitment than they did in hate
– they will have won...”
One of my favourite Jewish folktales
expresses this very point in our
philosophy:
There was once a village which had a
circus whose lion had died. The circus
director asked a poor Jewish man if he
would fill in and pretend to be the lion. The
man needed the money, so he agreed. The
circus director told him, “All you have to
do is wear this lion suit and sit in this cage.
People won’t suspect a thing.” And so the
man did. Suddenly, however, his thoughts
were distracted by a noise. He turned just in
time to notice another lion moving stealthily
into his cage. Not knowing how to get out of
this one, he said what a Jew says when faced
with imminent death: “Shema Yisrael Ado-nai
Elo-heinu, Ado-nai Echad” (“Hear O Israel,
G-d is our G-d, G-d is one”). No sooner had
he uttered the first desperate words when the
other lion responded: “Baruch shem kevod
malchuto le’olam va’ed” (“Blessed is the

name of the glory of His kingdom forever
and ever” – the second phrase in the Shema
prayer).
I love this story because it speaks volumes
about the common Jewish spark that each
of us possesses: Throughout our lives we
put on costumes. In many cases we may
even put on costumes that make us look
extremely different and even incompatible
with one another. When it comes to who
we are, where we come from, the extent of
our Jewish observance, and the language we
speak, we may have very little in common.
But ultimately all these are getups that
disguise our true identity. And when we shed
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Editorial:
The Era of
the Social
Network
by Steven Goluboff

No matter how young or old we are, the
reality of the world of communication cannot ignore the phenomenon of the social
network. The internet, facebook and twitter
all consume us with their impact on everything from teenagers keeping in touch with
each other, and as we have just witnessed,
the upheaval and revolution that is rocking
the Arab World. Electronic communication
brings us books to be read on such devices
as Kobe, Kindle and I-Pad. It is now a fact
that more books are purchased electronically
than in book stores. Whether or not we like
it or not, we will have to learn how to either
use the new technology or at least understand
what its implications are in our lives. We
have just heard about how a major incursion
was made into critical departments of the
Federal Government and no one needs to
be reminded of the power of the Internet in
light of the world of WikiLeaks. Whereas, the
movement for liberty and democracy in Tunisia and then in Egypt was expedited by the
rapidness of these forms of communication,
we can also witness the rhetoric and potential
damage that may be perpetrated by this social
network. Just recently in Tunis, riots in front
of the main synagogue were accompanied by
anti-Semitic rhetoric, “Jews wait, the army of
Mohammed is coming back.” As millions of
Egyptians participated in a “Victory March”,
the long-exiled spiritual leader of the Muslim
Brotherhood, Sheik Youseff al-Qaradawi, a
continued on page 17
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call me today.
I look forward to working with you!
           Saskatoon
Bus: (306) 242-6000 	
Cell: 241-1900

FROM OUR CONGREGATIONAL FAMILY
The Mission Statement of Congregation Agudas Israel

Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual, religious, educational and social home committed
to deepening the quality of Jewish life in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving link in
the historical traditions of the Jewish people. We are a progressive, democratic and sensitive
congregation responding to the widest spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.
Written at the 2002 Kallah by the members of Congregation Agudas Israel

MAZEL TOV AND CONGRATULATIONS TO :
Grace Goluboff on the engagement of her oldest Grandson, Daniel Goluboff of Vancouver,
son of Richard and Georgina to Vanessa Reeve, daughter of Bryan and Sylvia Reeve of
White Rock and Salt Spring Island.
Pauline Laimon on the celebration of her 85th Birthday.
Pauline Laimon on the wedding of her son Dov Laimon to Joan Berger in Jerusalem on
February 2nd.
Rebecca Shaw and Jordana Jacobsen on the recent grand opening of their second store,
Cravings for Kids, in the Grosvener Part Shopping Center.
Arnie Shaw and Centennial Plumbing and Heating on winning several recent Bridges
Awards.
Dwight Newman who won the 2010 Saskatchewan Book Award for Publishing in
Education - The Duty to Consult: New Relationships with Aboriginal Peoples (Saskatoon:
Purich Publishing, 2009)
CONDOLENCES TO:
The family and friends of Al Solsberg who passed away on January 27th in Winnipeg.
Lily Pekurosvki and family on the death of her father, Gregory Trush who passed away in
the Ukraine, on January 23rd.
Marc Sheckter and his family on the death of his step father, Jack Miller on January 30th .
Eli Rubenstein, whose father Israel (Izzy) Rubenstein A"H passed away today at Baycrest
at the age of 89 years old, after a lengthy illness. Eli is a good friend of our congregation
and led many of our children on the March of the Living.
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS:
Michael and Tamara Shaw - Michael, son of Arnie
and Linda Shaw is returning to Saskatoon with his wife
Tamara, who grew up in Calgary. They are expecting
their first child in early March.
K’tzia and Gabrielle Vage. “ From the heart of
the Garment District, Gimbel Bros Buying Office
on 32nd street, NYC I met and married a Canadian
from Vancouver. A few decades and a child later we
transferred to sunny Alberta where I was employed as
a Giftware Buyer for a large Vancouver-based retail
outlet. As a life-long learner I am currently enrolled at
Saskatoon School of Horticulture, hoping to develop
my passion for flowers, trees and all growing things.
Gabrielle is a budding artist/entrepreneur who was
recently chosen to be online spokesperson for Saskatoon
Roller Derby Association. She is also employed as
Assistant Manager for Culture Craze, a national retail chain. “
Rebecca Scharfstein is the daughter of Grant and Marsha and presently works in Regina
David Barer - recently moved from Edmonton and is working in Saskatoon for the Toronto
Dominion Bank.
For Your Information
LUNCH AND LEARN-a study group formerly led by the late Rabbi Roger Pavey is still in
existence and invites members of CAI and other individuals interested in Judaism to join and
participate in Jewish studies. We meet on Mondays for lunch (bring your own) followed by a
discussion of topics of Jewish interest. For more information call Dr. Lou Horlick at
652-8863, or Cantor Neil Schwartz at 653-2606 or cell 222-6061.
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From Heather's Garden

by Heather Fenyes, President
So here’s the good
news. Over the past
few months we have
had a staggering array of great things
happening in and
around our community. We have served up breakfast and a
movie, sizzled with cooking classes, challenged ourselves with compelling speakers
and teachers, laughed and shared in the lights
and schtick of Chanukah, lunched and learned,
brainstormed brilliantly for Folkfest, glowed
with pride and remembrance at a Raoul Wallenberg program, improved our Hebrew skills,
and all this around the full cycle of Shabbat
and chaggim. Our cultural, social and educational offers are remarkable – and we are
all the lucky recipients.
The bad news is that there were five sequential Shabbat mornings that we did not have a
minyan. That worries me. Gravely.
We have a clear mission as defined in 2002.
“Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual,
religious, educational and social home committed to deepening the quality of Jewish life
in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving
link in the historical tradition of the Jewish
people. We are progressive, democratic and a
sensitive congregation responding to the wid-

est spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.”
Mostly, we do an astonishing job of meeting the challenges of our mission. But if we
don’t have a minyan on Shabbat morning, we
are arguably not meeting our “spiritual” needs
and definitely not meeting our “religious”
ones. I suggest we are a strong body without
a healthy heart.
I am often asked why we need a minyan.
The idea is not modern and in fact, can be
sourced to the Talmud. The word minyan
itself comes from the Hebrew root maneh
meaning to count or to number. It is in the
Babylonian Talmud where the minyan is defined as requiring ten for “Kiddush Hashem”
or “matters of sanctity”. There are a number
of sources in both the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmud that define and remind us of this
commandment.
Many Talmudic quotes use the term “congregation” in reference to the minyan. This
term is used to refer to the ten spies that Moses
sent to Canaan to scout out the land while
the Jewish people were in the dessert. And
again, “congregation” describes the ten sons
of Jacob who went to Egypt in search of food
during the time of famine. Each reference to
“congregation” clearly defines TEN.
These deep roots have defined Jewish practice for centuries and cross all spectrums of

our faith. Reform, Conservative, Orthodox,
and Reconstructionist Synagogues require a
“congregation” of ten in order to read from the
torah, or recite kaddish, the memorial prayer
for the dead.
The roots are clear, but for me, it’s
the branches and the flowers of these that
truly resonate. I understand that the Talmud
defines a minyan, but more so, I think the
minyan defines the Jewish people.
Just last week, a friend asked me
about the essence of Judaism. He didn’t want
to know about the part that we share among all
faiths, but that which is distinctly ours. I don’t
know THE answer, and each of you will have
your own. But for me, it is “community”. We
are inherently designed to need each other.
Our faith has created structures that ensure we
don’t mourn or celebrate alone. We build a
family in our homes, and in our synagogues.
That for me, is the essence of being Jewish.
I understand that it is not the Talmudic
echo that will bring most of us to Shabbat
services. What I hope will resonate is our
trademark spirit of community. Please, be
part of our Shabbat Minyan and help us keep
“community”. You will be rewarded not just
with personal and communal gratification, but
with a warm and delicious lunch!

Hazzan’s
Notes: Debbie Friedman (z”l)
by Hazzan Neil Schwartz
It seems to be “the
way of the world” that
we do not appreciate the full impact of
a person’s life until
that person has died.
While I knew Debbie
Friedman for over 30
years, it is now after her death that I am discovering additional aspects of the
impact she had on modern Judaism
through her career as a composer
and performer.
I knew that Debbie was feisty,
but I had not appreciated just how
radical her approach to liturgical
music was in the context of North
American Judaism as it existed
in the 1950’s and 1960’s. Those
were the days of building new
synagogues as the Jewish population shifted into the suburbs, with
a full staff of Jewish professionals.
Yes, there were congregational
melodies, and yes, some choral settings had
refrains that were sung by the congregation.

However, the concept of lay participation was
not yet part of the average Reform or Conservative service, until five factors converged in
the early 1970’s to change the nature of Jewish
liturgy in our liberal denominations.
The first pioneer in the presentation of
sacred texts as modern folk-style music with
guitar was Shlomo Carlebach. He was already
an established presence when he visited my
college during
freshman year.
Perhaps the impact of his music was the start
of my turn from
pre-med to religious studies,
and ultimately
to the Cantorate.
The second
factor in changing the complexion of Jewish liturgy was
Israel’s victory in the Six Day War of 1967.
We now know that this victory created many

new problems, but in the context of the 1960’s
Black Power movement, the biggest impact
on the lives of many Jewish young people
was that it suddenly became “cool to be Jewish”! There was a new explosion of Jewish
creativity for the arts in general and Jewish
music in particular.
When some of us turned to synagogues to
find Jewish expression, the services seemed to
be out of touch with the surrounding cultural
milieu that were experiencing in the music of
Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul and Mary. Enter
the third factor of change - the Hassidic Song
Festival of 1969. The rules were simple: the
lyrics had to be from the Bible or Siddur, and
the music could be in almost any style that
expressed a short Hebrew sacred text.
We sing every week the Oseh Shalom
melody that was the First Place winner of the
first Hassidic Song Festival. Along with the
Sh’ma, Kol Nidre, Hatikva and Hava Nagila,
it is one of the most recognized and wellknown songs among Jews of all persuasions.
The fourth factor in changing the nature of
how we pray together was the ordination of
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Eulogy for Albert Solsberg
Died Jan 25th, 2011 Winnipeg, Manitoba.
by David Solsberg
Let me tell you a little bit about Albert
Solsberg. He was the most fiercely independent man I have ever known. He died at age 91
but only a few days before he had washed the
floors in his condo, drove his Ford, bought his
own groceries and, right up to the end, tried
to take care of his grown children. You may
ask: Why was he so independent? It was not
that he was some obstinate curmudgeon. He
wanted to be independent because of love. He
was not the kind of guy who bought flowers
for an anniversary or would kiss you on the
head. He was a man of action. He demonstrated his love by hard work and through acts
of service. As my cousin Aba Claman said:
"He was always ready to help everybody".
Even during his final battles in the hospital,
he was more concerned about inconveniencing anyone than satisfying his own desires.
Dad was also a loyal and courageous man.
My sister Blooma reminded me of a story
about him that is apropos. After Dad finished
his military service as aircrew in the Royal Canadian Air Force during WWII he volunteered
in the Israeli Air Force and Fought in the War
of Independence in 1948. One of the missions he was sent on was Operation Velvetta

aka Operation Alabama. Their mission was
to fly WWII surplus aircraft purchased from
Czechoslovakia from Yugoslavia to Israel.
A tiny airstrip was built in the mountains of
Montenegro. All of the avionic equipment
had to be stripped from the aging Spitfires
and bombers and special fuel tanks were
installed in order to extend the range of the
aircraft for the long flight to Israel. The wings
bore the insignia of the red Soviet star painted
over grease in order to traverse countries that
were hostile to Israel. The planes were flown
over 1200 miles to Israel. When they arrived
the grease and red star were cleaned from
the wings soon revealing the beautiful blue
Mogen David of the Israeli Air Force. Israel
attained air superiority in the region. These
planes were decisive in the defense and creation of the State of Israel.
   Dad volunteered because he believed that
there should be a Jewish state and was ready
to defend his ideals with his life to make sure
that Jews would always have at least one safe
place to thrive in the world.
   While he was in Yugoslavia he and his
friend Ted Stern were detained by partisans.
Ted Stern was panicking because he thought

they were kidnapped and might be shot. Dad
said that he was never afraid. He was loyal to
Israel and his leader Geda Shochat and believed that his allies would rescue and protect
him and they of course did. His loyalty to his
friends, family and ideals remained steadfast
throughout his life.
Dad had many names: To his friends: he
was Al.
To the multitude of nieces and nephews: he
was Uncle Al.
To his kids: He was the simple and powerful
three letter word Dad.
To his grand children: He was Zayda Al.
His Hebrew name was Avraham or Abraham in English.
Dad, like Abraham, loved to welcome
strangers into our tent on Cairns Avenue in
Saskatoon. It seemed like every weekend
there was a student or immigrant couple at
our house for Shabbat dinner. These “kids”
are all grown now. In fact, one of these immigrant students ended up becoming one of
Dad’s favorite doctors who restored his sight
recently. Talk about paying it forward!
Dad, like Abraham, also reinvented himself
continued on page 17

Farewell to a Dear Friend – Al Solsberg
by Bruce Cameron
I first met Al Solsberg on a UIA mission in
the early 1990’s. We learned at the airport in
Toronto that we would be roommates during
the mission. At first blush I thought “oh no,
I’m going to be stuck with this old guy”.
What a mistake!
We bonded almost immediatly, and many a
night would be up late into the next morning
discussing Judaism and Israel.
When Al learned later that I was studying
toward conversion, his first (LOUD) remark
was: “you gotta be crazy to want to be a Jew.
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What’s the matter with you”. And although he
challenged me many times with this question,
he was unstinting in the time and effort he took
to ensure that not only was I well prepared
for conversion, but very well grounded in
the history of the Jewish people . Finally, Al
agreed to be my witness in the mikvah.
After the forgetable meshigas almost 10
years ago, he was most supportive of the
generosity of Susanne Kaplan as she lead our
Shabbat services week after week after week.
He could be found every Saturday morning in
the first row of metal chairs, right hand side,
where we two sat, prayed, joked, and enjoyed
each other’s company.
He loved Chinese food, and cooked
fabulous meals at home for friends. As well,
we spent many great evenings at the Mandarin
on 20th Street, where he was well known.
Al heard the cry for volunteers in 1948 and
joined the underground army, the Haganah,
and was instrumental in the transfering of
50 war planes from Yugoslavia to Israel, by
a circuitous and secret journey. Regretably
he would never agree to an interview on
the subject for The Bulletin. After the war
of Independence, he studied optometry in
Winnipeg, worked for a year for a large

optometry firm in Winnipeg, and then came
back to Saskatoon to marry the love of
his life - Esther - and raise a family, while
operating Dominion Junk and Metal. During a
subsequent UIA mission to Israel, Al was one
of 50 people to whom a medal was awarded
by Prime Minister Netenyahu during Israel’s
50th anniversay, honouring their participation
in the War of Independence.
Al loved fishing. He would regularly get
one of his steady friends to take him to the
Gardiner dam, where he would spend hours
casting his line. Whether he caught anything
was not the point. The object was to enjoy the
outdoors, talking, and joking. And Al enjoyed
people. For years he could be found at Market
Mall every weekday morning, walking, with
his fellow seniors. No wonder he lived so
long - he was in great shape.
He could be found in the Israel room during
Folkfest and was always ready with a story,
a joke, or factual information for our many
visitors. He was an amazing man.
He moved to Winnipeg about 3 years ago
and quickly became part of an Orthodox
minyan in his new home town
Goodbye dear friend. You will be greatly
missed.
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A Book Review

‘Surpassing Wonder The Invention of the Bible and the Talmuds.
By Donald Harman Akenson, McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1998.
by Dr. Lou Horlick, O.C., S.O.M., M.D., FRCPCC
Akenson begins his
magnificent account of
our biblical heritage by
issuing a warning, “the concept of history in
the modern sense of the word is bogus.” No
one, save perhaps the odd eccentric, believes
that there is such a thing as objective historical
truth. What professional historians do is three
things, Firstly, they try to get a rough idea
of what really happened, all the while recognizing that all historical writing is merely
a series of ‘heuristic fictions’ and complete
accuracy of ‘fact’ is beyond the bounds of
the possible. Secondly, they spend their time
studying what people ‘think’ happened, and
thirdly they observe how elites, religious or
secular, told people what they were supposed
to think happened.
Akenson uses as his basic text one of the
Christian versions of the Bible, (the King
James Bible of 1611) since the Hebrew Scriptures do not include anything of the Jesus
tradition, ‘a fundamental matter’. “It is from

this book that the English speaking world
learned to read and to think.”
Chapter Two tells the story of the ‘invention’ of the Hebrew Bible in 550 BCE by
‘the greatest religious genius, whose name
the world has never known’, a son of the ‘diaspora’- the offspring of one of the minority
of Judeans who had been forcefully removed
from central Palestine by the Babylonians
forty to fifty years earlier. He was a member
of a priestly family, now thirty years old.
Only about 10-20% of the Jewish population
was sent into exile. For the most part the
Babylonians treated the deported Jews well,
and probably used many of them as mid-level
civil servants.
The exiles were very conscious that they
were elite, the keepers of the nation’s heritage. They feared that they would never again
see Jerusalem, the Temple, and that the Jews
who had stayed behind in Jerusalem, whom
they regarded as ignorant peasants, or other
members of the diaspora would gain control

Let your bookshelves
be your gardens*
by Patricia Pavey
Here are
some recent
acquisitions:
• My Father’s Paradise: a son’s search for his
Jewish past in Kurdish Iraq – by Ariel Sabar
•Y
 ehuda Halevi by Hillel Halkin
•M
 e and Shakespeare: Adventures with the
Bard, by Herman Gollob
•H
 illel: If not now, when? By Joseph
Telushkin
•E
 yes of Memory: Photographs from the
archives of Herbert and Leni Sonnenfeld
(Photographs of poor refugees in Palestine in
the 1930s, New York and Israel in the 1970s.
• J ewish Mothers: Strength, Wisdom,
Compassion. Interviews by Paula Ethel
Wolfson, photographs by Lloyd Wolf. This
book looks at lawyers, rabbis, nurses, actors,
writers and many more.
•F
 orms of Prayer, 8th ed. From the Movement
for Reform Judaism, donated in memory
of Rabbi Roger V. Pavey, by Cindy Hanna
• S ynagogues in Germany: a Virtual
Reconstruction. 3 Frankfurt synagogues,

destroyed during Kristallnacht in 1938, were
computer-reconstructed by students from
the Department of Computer-Aided Design.
• The Zookeeper’s Wife, by Diane Ackerman
• The Knife Sharpener’s Bell, a novel by
Canadian Rhea Tregebov
For Children:• Joseph the Dreamer, a children’s book,
adapted by Alison Greengard
• The Brave Women who saved Moses, a
children’s book by Alison Greengard
• How the Rosh Hashanah Challah Became
Round, by Sylvia B. Epstein

*"Make books your companions; let
your bookshelves be your gardens:
bask in their beauty, gather their fruit,
pluck their roses, take their spices and
myrrh. And when your soul be weary,
change from garden to garden, and
from prospect to prospect."
(Ibn Tibbon)

of the religious life of the community (and the
Temple). The young scholar and his contemporaries decided that they would gather up the
most important things that could be known
of the history and worship of his people and
placed it in a set of scrolls. Akenson says: “To
essay such a task was heroic, to complete it divine.” In effect the young man was ‘inventing
a great religion’. A detailed record of the past
was to serve as a ‘blueprint’ for the future.’ In
the worst case, the scrolls themselves would
become a virtual Temple. If the faithful among
the ‘chosen people’ could not be a people of
the Temple, they could become the people of
the Temple’s book.
He produced nine scrolls which became the
nine books of the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel and
Kings. These nine books are a unity. If ever
there was a case of successful collaboration
between inventor and audience, it is the
continued on page 16

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE:

The Challenges
Multi-Faith Saskatoon’s
Annual General Meeting,
Sunday, March 6th, 2011

St. Joseph’s Hall - 1006 Broadway
Avenue
(just north of 8th Street)
4:00 p.m. “Mix and mingle” and AGM
5:00 p.m.: Panel discussion on the topic
of “Interfaith Dialogue”
Panel will consist of views from
Buddhist, Christian, Jewish and Muslim
perspectives.
Speakers: Prof. Simon Lasair;
Prof. James Mullens; Dr. Mateen Raazi
and Ms Kim Kargut
Moderator: The Most Rev. Donald
Bolen, Roman Catholic Bishop of
Saskatoon.
6:00 p.m. Vegetarian Chinese supper:
$10 regular; $7 students.
To book for the meal, please contact one
of the following
by Feb. 27th - 653-2402 or 477-2719
Or e-mail ucs.office@sasktel.net
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Making a Difference in a Jewish Life

- The Jewish Sense of Collective Responsibility
by Daniel Stern, Campaign Director and Director of Regional Community Services,
United Israel Appeal Federations Canada

“The task is not yours to complete, but neither are you free to desist from it.” -Rabbi Tarfon
In the months of
Adar II and March,
our thoughts begin to turn from the cold, dark
days of winter to the hope and promise of
spring. It is fitting that Purim takes place at
this time when each day sees more daylight,
each day hints at a little more warmth.
In a way this view can be applied to the
month of Adar. It was the month chosen by
Haman to be the demise of the Jewish people,
yet miraculous events turned it into a month of
piety and celebration. Adar holds many mystical interpretations from these events. The
month is not just a reason to dress in costume,
boo Haman’s name and exalt at the miracle
To Stay or Not to Stay... from cover
community that embraced us with such love
and has given us a feeling that we are part of
the family.
All of this is only one half of the question.
To be honest and truthful that’s the easy part.
That’s the side which gives us an answer.
The real question is what stands behind the
other side?
Israel: From here it looks so small and far
away. Jerusalem: Home sweet home, walking down the streets of Jerusalem gives us
energy and inspiration. Our Friends: They are
continuing to live their lives, getting married,
having babies and we’re not there. And of
course the Family: the home cooked meals,
the familiar smells and noises, the TV with our
favorite shows (no commercials), the support
of our siblings and our nephews that have the
audacity to grow up without us being there.
And all we get from here is to get a glimpse
of that threw the wonderful world of a blurry
Skype camera.

that saved the Jews, all while drinking enough
to not know the difference between “Blessed
is Mordachai” and “Cursed is Haman”. Adar
is also a time for elevating ourselves to a
higher level of holiness.
Judaism, among other religions, states that
a focus on the material, physical world can
prevent spiritual enlightenment. The more
we focus on physicality, the more we focus on
what we lack and the result is often unhappiness. In a mystical sense, joy can be the way
to a higher state of enlightenment. Take this
story as an example: A well known Kabbalist,
the Holy Ari was once asked by his disciples
how he had reached such a level of holiness.

His response was that it was due to the intense
joy he felt when doing a mitzvah.
On Purim, when we focus on others by
giving food to friends and tzedakah to the
needy, the path to enlightenment is there for
all to walk upon. It is said that the Sages
recommend Adar as the best month to remove
personal barriers to holiness. As you celebrate
the holiday with your loved ones and friends,
help yourself by helping others in need in your
community and the greater Jewish world. You
just might find yourself with an increased
sense of kedusha. Chag Purim Sameach!

So how can we decide when so much love
is laying on both sides of the scale?
So you sit down and think it over, talk, consult and have another webinar with the Jewish
Agency and the other Shlichim. In the end,
you understand that with all the sadness and
the longing, Jerusalem is not going anywhere,
our friends will keep being our friends and still
get married and have babies, the family will
never stop being there for us and the nephews
will never stop growing. We feel that we
haven’t tasted all that Saskatoon has to offer,
we haven’t given all that we have to give,
we have not yet had a boring day. We have

not stopped growing as individuals and as a
couple, with every moment that has passed.
It is not an easy decision; apparently there
are so many considerations that need to be
approached, many questions to be asked and
many answers to seek. In sum, it is not a question that can be answered briefly. Apparently
we will have to keep on discussing it at least
for another year.
םיבהוא,
תלייאו ודיע
LOVE,
Ido and Ayelet
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Hadassah-WIZO News

CHW is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization. Founded in
1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer driven and funds a multitude of programs and
projects for Children, Healthcare and Women in Israel and Canada.
by Linda Shaw

Saskatoon Hadassah- WIZO supporters – you are terrific.
Once again our CHW
Annual Campaign was a success. We received almost $9,000 this year in donations,
which combined with our raffle proceeds
makes our campaign income nearly $10,000.
The money raised goes to support all the
vital Hadassah-WIZO projects for Children,
Healthcare and Women in Israel. Thank you
so much. I am so proud of all of you so I am
including a list of all the 2010 donors to date.
(Let me know if I’ve missed your name or if
you wish to contribute- it’s never too late.)
Saskatoon Hadassah-WIZO is unique in
holding our annual CHW Campaign in the late
Fall. Other centres hold their annual CHW
Campaigns in the spring. I’d like to know if
you would prefer that. Let me know.
Congratulations to Ken Cavanaugh, the
winner of this year’s Jewish Style Dinnerfor-Eight Raffle. We haven’t set a date for the
dinner in his home yet but I know our Sarah
Goldenberg Chapter members will give the
Cavanaughs and their guests an evening to remember. I’m looking forward to seeing what
specialties our talented cooks will offer. Let
me know what special dish (or wine) you’d
like to contribute to the feast. Thank you to
everyone who bought and sold raffle tickets.

Annual CHW
Pre-Pesach Tea
At the new home of
Linda & Arnie Shaw
1109 Temperance Street

Sunday, April 17th
2:00 p.m.

We will be launching this year’s Silver
Spoon Dinner at our Ticket Sale Wine &
Cheese Reception on Monday, March 7th at
the Top of the Inn, Sheraton Cavalier. This is
our 21st Annual Silver Spoon and it will be
sensational with André-Philippe Gagnon
performing his “One-Man Hit Parade”.
Be part of it all by attending, volunteering,
donating prizes, selling tickets and helping
any way you can.
Our next Hadassah-WIZO event is the An-

nual Pesach Tea, just before Pesach, Sunday
April 16th at 2:00 p.m.. It’s a social to celebrate Pesach, springtime and our connection
as women. I will be hosting it at my new
home, 1109 Temperance Street (as a way of
guaranteeing that we’re in it by then). Come
for the goodies and give me decorating ideas.
As usual, we ask members and friends to make
a contribution ($18 suggested).
Enjoy the warming weather.
See you April 17th

CHW 2010 CAMPAIGN

Thank you to all who so generously contributed to the 2010 CHW Campaign. This is our
sole annual fundraiser for the good work of CHW in Israel. It’s never too late to donate.
Call Linda Shaw.
The following is a list of current donors (but does not include on-line donations):
Sarah Goluboff
Bette-Ellen Gonick
Saul Gonor
Dianne Greenblat
Zara Gurstein
Jennifer Hesselson
Kayla Hock
Ruth Horlick
Jordana Jacobson
Susanne Kaplan
David Katzman
Randy Katzman
Pauline Laimon
Mary Melnychuk
Surina Neveling

June Avivi
Mel Bernbaum
Jennie Bobowsky
Elizabeth Brewster
Rhoda Broudy
Bruce Buckwold
Richard Buckwold
Mary Cameron
Lesley-Ann Crone
Wendy Ditlove
Heather Fenyes
Janet Erikson
Jan Gitlin
Grace Goluboff
Leila Goluboff
•

Patricia Pavey
Mirka Pollak
Burna Purkin
Gladys Rose
Robin Sasko
Jean Scharfstein
Elaine Sharfe
Linda Shaw
Rebecca Simpson
Daphne Taras
Shannon Waldman
Toba Waldman
Leona Wasserman
Henry Woolf

If I have missed listing your name, I apologize and will rectify
the error in the next Bulletin. L.
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President: Mark Ditlove
Saskatoon

Human Rights in Saskatchewan:
A Legacy of Leadership
By David M. Arnot, Chief Commissioner, Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission
Recent events
across the Middle
East remind us that
there are pockets in
the world where the
fight for basic human rights continues. Those
of us in free and democratic societies tend to
forget that many of our world’s populations
live without the basic human rights we enjoy.
We are lucky and often take our rights for
granted.
Indeed, complacency is our enemy. Although our rights and freedoms are wellestablished, they are fragile and should
command our constant vigilance and care. In
Saskatchewan, and across Canada, we share
a collective responsibility to protect and promote these rights wherever we can, perfect
the legislative systems through which these
rights are defined and defended, and educate
future generations on the democratic values,
rights and responsibilities that come with
citizenship. It’s our duty.
This strong belief was foremost on my
mind when I accepted my appointment to the
Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission
(SHRC) and embarked on a mission to renew
its mandate. Our biggest ongoing challenge:
the complex nature and growing volume of
cases before us, and the amount of time required to address the issues of complainants.
Along with an internal examination of our
own Commission’s operations and programs,
we set out to explore the work of other commissions, import practical solutions and ideas,
and see whether these could be adopted and
applied successfully here. In effect, we set out
to become a Canadian leader and model of
21st century best practices. The result of this

SASKATOON'S
ARTS & CONVENTION
CENTRE
#35 22nd Street E. Saskatoon, SK
Tickets: www.tcutickets.ca

Website: www.tcuplace.com

(306) 975-7777

work is Bill 160 – a series of reforms we have
proposed to amend Saskatchewan’s Human
Rights Code and renew our mandate:
First, we want to be efficient and effective in
investigation, prosecution, and gate-keeping
for complaints of discrimination.
Second, we want to see an increased focus
on early resolution using mediation, collaboration, and other forms of alternative
dispute resolution. That means being prompt
and more responsive to the people who need
our help.
Third, we want to pursue increased systemic advocacy for issues that affect multiple
persons or groups.
Fourth, we want to develop a pre-kindergarten to Grade 12 program that teaches
citizenship rights, responsibilities and respect
in all Saskatchewan schools. At an early age,
our kids should know that every one of their
rights comes with responsibilities to respect
and protect the rights of others. We believe
some form of citizenship education is needed
in our classrooms and, as part of our renewed
mandate, we will seek partnerships with educators and school administrators to that end.
One of the most significant and innovative
changes we have proposed involves the role of
the Human Rights Tribunal. We have recommended that its role and function be shifted
to the Court of Queen’s Bench.
We believe that judges are eminently qualified to hear such cases. These cases are too
important to be relegated to administrative
adjudicatory bodies overseen by lawyers who
act as part-time quasi judges. Human rights
cases shape the way we interpret our rights as
Canadians. These cases should be heard by
full time judges whose neutrality and fairness
is guaranteed by their judicial independence.
We are emphasizing case resolution through
restorative justice and away from the punitive,
retributive justice. We expect to resolve the
majority of complaints by alternative dispute
resolution, and resort to prosecution only
when necessary.
We want to explore and incorporate a best
practice from Manitoba, called directed mediation. It is hard to argue with its success.
Manitoba settles 98 per cent of its complaints
without litigation, prosecution and tribunals.
In the last two years, it has conducted only
three prosecutions. This should be comforting to those who are concerned about having
discrimination claims sent to Queen’s Bench
for a decision. We, too, will resolve the vast

majority of the issues long before they require
an appearance before any judge.
If prosecution is required, we will continue
to provide a lawyer at no cost to the complainant at every step in litigation, up to and
including hearings at the Supreme Court. And,
in keeping with current practice, the court
will adopt a more informal hearing process
if that’s appropriate to the circumstances.
Child Protection cases are good examples of
where the court has been known to relax its
rules of procedure and adopt a more informal
hearing process.
Created in 2001, the Human Rights Tribunal has served its mandate, but it’s not been
without problems. Prompt access to justice
was one of the reasons the tribunal model
was developed. However, an ongoing challenge has been the time the tribunal takes to
hear cases, deliberate, and render decisions
after hearings.
The process should serve the people, not
the other way around. Under the tribunal
model, investigation takes approximately 15
months, with an additional 21 months before
first adjudication, averaging approximately
three years. By any reasonable measure, these
delays are excessive and unacceptable, given
that such cases are inherently stressful for both
complainants and respondents.
In a 2007 report, the Provincial Ombudsman, an independent officer of the legislature, admonished administrative tribunals
(including the Human Rights Tribunal) for
not rendering and communicating decisions
in a timely fashion. The innovative changes
now before the legislature will significantly
increase the credibility of the litigation
process, reduce the time required to render
decisions, and provide an effective, fair and
reasoned result.
We have met with more than 70 stakeholder
groups to discuss the proposed changes to the
code. They overwhelmingly embrace alternative dispute resolution over prosecution and
litigation. Moreover, they have affirmed the
need for change.
While there are legal and technical dimensions to our proposed changes, most important
is the human impact. The commission has
proposed these improvements through the lens
of the people we represent -- those who are
often voiceless, vulnerable, and marginalized
in our community. Citizens want to be heard,
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continued on page 16

From Our Tel Aviv Desk

by Keren-Or and Lior - (former Shlichim)
We hope your winter isn’t too harsh and
you’re enjoying it as much as possible (skiing…?!). We’ve finally been blessed by some
rain, after the first winter months were very
arid – and even seemed more like summer
in many cases. Although the Kinneret’s (Sea
of Galilee) water level is slowly rising, the
weather experts say this winter will bring below average precipitation meaning we’re still
in need of a constant water saving policy to
keep the quality of the water high enough for
home consumption. The de-salination plants
that are already in service are producing more
potable water while new plants are being built
in order to ensure that Israelis will continue
to enjoy running water all year round in the
years to come. Although there are critics and
experts that say de-salination is too expensive,
requires too much energy and is thus not environmentally friendly, that there are better
ways to solve the shortage of water - the fact
is that Israel will be quite independent in terms
of water supply in a few years.
As important as water is to our lives here
in the Middle East (and everywhere, of
course…), there’s something even more ur-

gent always ready for discussion – politics…
Although by the time this article is published
– a couple of weeks from now – so many
things can change around here, I’ll have to
take my chances and try to describe how
Israelis are living with the so-called “revolution” in Egypt. Just to make sure, I’ll state
that the last update is that [former] President
Mubarak has just resigned and transferred
all of his authority to the Armed Forces, who
in turn officially declared that they are committed to a transition of power to the civilian
population in order to establish a democracy.
Another important part of the statement was
that the Army is committed to maintain all
treaties, which for Israeli ears was quite a
relief – so far at least.
The protests that began three weeks ago in
Egypt took us all by surprise. The fact that
days earlier the head of the IDF’s intelligence
said that the Egyptian regime is stable and
strong shows how not only the public, but the
professionals who are in charge of evaluating
such substantial changes were far off – as
were their colleagues worldwide by the way.
Ever since the colossal failure of the Israeli

intelligence community in assessing Egypt’s
and Syria’s war intentions prior to the Yom
Kippur War in 1973, the Israeli public is very
sensitive to any miscalculation made by the
“National Evaluator” – as it is called here, the
IDF intelligence. A failure to foresee major
steps in the region has always put the Israeli
public on alert – and the critics in the media
have a stage on which to play their part. An
example of such a “miss” was Libya’s retreat
from its nuclear program – a step that no one
in Israel had foreseen, though in this case it
was in Israel’s interest.
Back to Egypt…when the protests began
and it was a clear the Mubarak’s regime was
in jeopardy, the pessimists – in Government,
in the media and in the streets – immediately
indicated their deep concern for the security
of Israel: what if radical Islamists take power,
what will happen to the Peace treaty, how will
the well equipped Egyptian army react to such
continued on page 18

A Meditation on the Day of Rest

By Gladys Rose

We have often
been involved in
discussions about
Judaism and its
contributions to
the western world. My opinion, always loudly
stated, has been that the concept of the Sabbath ought to top the list. Just think about
it: what was the ancient world like before
the Sabbath, the day of rest, existed? It was
undoubtedly a brutish world of masters and
slaves, where even the masters did not live as
well as most of us do now. As for slaves, they
worked till they died – all day, every day – and
death likely came to them as a relief.
And then came the utopian idea of a less
pressured world, a purer world, a world with
a day of rest. Rest for the masters, rest for
the slaves, rest for the animals, and for the
“stranger” among us.
So where did this notion come from, this
notion of a HOLY day of rest? Judith Shulevitz has written a clever and elegant book
called The Sabbath World which explores the
histories of both the Jewish and the Christian
Sabbaths and makes this account deeply
personal. Struck by the power of the Sabbath idea, Shulevitz tells the reader that “a
structured period of non-productivity could
be very useful for an overscheduled society.”

She reminds us that the Sabbath is not only a
concept, a notion, an idea: “It is also something you keep. With other people.” And
like most of us, keeping the Sabbath, actually
doing, or not doing, the rituals of that day, giving yourself over to a different way of living,
presents an enormous challenge.
Keeping the Sabbath means, in the simplest
terms, not working. The Sabbath of candlelighting and dinners and not driving and not
turning the lights on and off was shaped by
rabbinic law and there are lengthy Talmudic
passages dealing with it in the greatest detail.
Judith Shulevitz’s book deals with her personal ambivalence towards the Sabbath. She
has woven together histories of the Jewish
and Christian Sabbaths while speculating on
the nature of time, sanctified and otherwise.
So what is the goal of the Sabbath? If
the goal is rest, it seems, at least to Judith
Shulevitz and to me, designed to make life as
inconvenient as possible. Her book tells us
what led her to attempt to keep the Sabbath
in all its complexities. Not only keeping it,
but keeping it holy. Not an easy task in our
active modern lives.
Not so long ago, most of our ancestors observed Shabbat as a matter of course. Here,
if you will permit me to make a personal
digression, I am reminded of my paternal

grandfather, whose name was Baruch Sorokin.
In 1898, he left Minsk for New York. His
intention was to join two brothers, work hard
and save enough money to bring his wife and
five children to join him. One of those children would become my father. Baruch was
a tailor and got work in a New York clothing
factory. He stuck it out for a year, but then
returned to Minsk. Why? Because he simply
could not get used to working on “Shabbes.”
(He reportedly regretted his decision to return
to Minsk for the rest of his life. But that’s
another story.)
Turning again to the commandment of remembering the Sabbath and keeping it holy,
we ask ourselves, “Why should we remember
the Sabbath?” Possibly because the Sabbath
comes to us out of a glorious past. Out of
the bodies of our mothers and fathers. And it
would take more chutzpah than either Judith
Shulevitz or I possess to discard this enduring legacy.
Please: read The Sabbath World and catch
glimpses of a different order of time, where at
least it is worth making an attempt at keeping
a day of rest.
Editor's Note: Gladys Rose lives in Toronto
but continues to be a full member of CAI.
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SISTERHOOD REPORT
by Janet Erikson - Sisterhood President
The best kept secret at Congregation Agudas Israel
seems to be Kiddush luncheons on
Shabbat. Lesley-Ann has generously supplied us with a few Challot. This is one of
Shabbat’s sweet treats. Did I mention Terah
is a dynamite cook? Maybe I don’t want to
say anything...I am rather fond of leftover,
reheated lasagne...what you think I help clean
up for the good of my health?? Actually, we
(the royal we: read Sisterhood) have instituted
a policy of making up convenience packages
with leftover food and sending it out to our
elders, especially our shut-in members, and
of course some food items go home with
members of the congregation. Our menus
are low sodium, but we have salt shakers for
those with serious addictions. We like the
idea of distributing food far more than having it spoil in the refrigerator, but most of all
my personal Sisterhood wish it to see it all
consumed be the morning’s attendees. Nay,
that is not true. Most of all I would like to see
more attendees that salt shakers. Between the
excellent repas , the brilliant reparté, and the
community spirit I should think you aught
to need a reservation to attend one of the
kiddush luncheons. Reservations are totally
unnecessary of course, so I ask myself what is
the problem that keeps attendance low? For

several consecutive Shabbats, we did not even
have a minyan. If we don’t have a minyan
we don’t have a synagogue, and I find that the
subject of nightmares. Having determined the
problem is not the menu and not the quality
of table talk nor the excitement over growing
community spirit, what can it be? That only
leaves the comfort of the dining room chairs.
Yes, that has to be the problem and I intend
to petition the board for some of those comfy,
padded dining room chairs...
Sisterhood has just had another wondrous
Shabbat Family Dinner. Welcoming five new
member families only contributed to the spirit
of community of the evening, and I enjoyed
the visiting that took place after the meal was
complete. Sisterhood subsidises this function,
and I just want to see you get your money’s
worth for being a member of CAI. Also just
to let you know, Linda cooks this meal and
we have fun in the kitchen over the making.
I’m not going to lie about the clean up. That
fun rates right up there with chicken plucking. To ensure that we don’t get fed chicken
feathers next year we need a better plan for
clean up. I’ll put that in my budget too. I’m
actually hoping my budget gets so large, the
board will clearly see it would be better to
retire me to Scottsdale!

Folkfest 2011
Folkfest will be held from August 18th to
20th this year. The Jewish Pavilion (after
taking a break last year) plans to be open
on Thursday, August 18th, from 5:00 p.m. to
midnight, and on Saturday, August 20th, from
8:00 p.m. to midnight.
At an inaugural meeting on January 25th,
about 20 people came and voiced their suggestions, concerns and questions and then
enjoyed wine and cheese. Some of the
comments involved lengthening the hours
of opening, suggestions of different kinds of
food, serving wine or not. People were also
concerned about what to include in the Judaism Room, the Israel Room, Entertainment,
displays, etc., etc. Your questions have been
forwarded to appropriate committee chairs,

Folkfest Inc., and to those who have volunteered to lead a specific task (e.g. “Food”,
“Security”, etc.)
We thank all those who attended the meeting and who have helped in the past: David
Kaplan, June Avivi, Ari Avivi and many, many
more. We need all of you - and your friends
- to help make this event a success without
burning out our regular volunteers.
Please contact David Katzman, 955-3563,
e-mail: dl.katzman@sasktel.net or Patricia
Pavey, 668-7629, e-mail: pavey@sasktel.net
with your questions and comments and if you
would like to volunteer.
And remember: “You can’t make cheesecakes out of snow.” (Jewish Proverb, from A
Little Joy, A Little Oy).

2010 Saskatoon UJA Campaign

Thank you to all the generous donors who
made our 2011 Saskatoon United Jewish
Appeal a resounding success, raising
$155,000 to support projects of the Jewish
Agency and our local Shlichim Program .
Yasher Koach to everyone
Steven Goluboff
Campaign Chairman
June Avivi
Mel Bernbaum
Blum Estate
B’nai Brith
Eli Borenstein
Elizabeth Brewster
Bruce and Tamara
Buckwold
Ian and Mary Ellen
Buckwold
Rachel and Carol
Buckwold
Bruce Cameron
Hershel and Jean
Davidner
Joe and Karen
Dawson
Wendy and Mark
Ditlove
Matthew Ditlove
Janet Erikson
Heather and Les
Fenyes
Josh and Nicole
Gitlin
Ron and Jan Gitlin
Justice Benjamin
Goldstein
Grace Goluboff
Sarah Goluboff
Shaina Goluboff
Steven and Leila
Goluboff
Saul Gonor
George Grant
Diane and Gerry
Greenblat
Zara Gurstein
Franci and Gord
Holtslander
Lou and Ruth
Horlick
Perry and Jordana
Jacobsen
David and Susanne
Kaplan
David and Susan
Katzman
Ralph Katzman
Randy and Shirley
Katzman
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Sherry and Cam
King
Pauline Laimon
Michael Levine
Terry Levitt
Dwight Newman and
Simonne Horwitz
Mirka Pollak
Gladys Rose
Alan Rosenberg and
Lesley Ann Crone
Jack Sandbrand
Robin and Bryce
Sasko
Grant and Marsha
Scharfstein
Jean Scharfstein
Jim and Jan
Scharfstein
Neil Schwartz
Daniel and Marie
Shapiro
Sherwood and Elaine
Sharfe
Linda and Arnie
Shaw
Michael and Tamara
Shaw
Jack Shiffman
Harold and Lisa
Shiffman
Rebecca and Steven
Simpson
Barry Singer
Barry Slawsky
Eileen Soffer
Jeffrey Stein
Allison Stromberg
David Stromberg
Jeff Stromberg
Robert Stromberg
Daphne Taras and
Alan Ponak
Shannon and Ron
Waldman
Toba Waldman
Leona Wasserman
Gerald Weinstein
Henry Wolff

Ma Nishtana: Israel 2011 – What Was Different

by June Avivi

This trip was different than my previous
trips for several reasons. I was not part of
a structured group; whenever possible I
travelled using public transit and although
I did visit a few ‘tourist sites’ I wanted to
speak Hebrew when visiting sites and when
I was with family and friends. En route I was
delayed in Frankfurt for 36 hours because of
the snow and my luggage arrived two days
afterwards. I managed to renew ties with
family, see all the former shlichim who are in
Israel, see many friends and several Israelis
who resided in Saskatoon either as students or
while on sabbatical. I visited the devastated
site of the Carmel Fire, spent several days in
Netanya and three days at the Dead Sea. I
travelled via bus, train and car as far north
as Tzivon (2K from Lebanon) and south to
Eilat. Highlights were the opportunities to
spend time with family and former shlichim, a
four hour jeep tour of the desert near En Gedi,
time spent with the parents of Ido and Ayelet
and Dana of the Jewish Agency and had an
accidental meeting Myrna Wine (formerly of
Saskatoon) while in Netanya. All of our former Shlichim are doing well. Ran and Racheli
have two lovely daughters, Keren Or and Lior
and their two daughters lead very busy lives,
Nim and Shirly both enjoy their jobs and they
all live in the centre of the country. Yael and
Yishay live in a 23 family kibbutz just 2K
from Lebanon, Roni and Kfir and their twins
live on a Moshav near Netanya. Noga and Ziv
live and work in Haifa, Tal and Karin who
were veternary students at the U of S have a
daughter in addition to their son
who was born in Saskatoon. The
Peleds and Judit Singer‘s children are now adults. Life in Israel
continues to be anything but relaxed; people continue to live in
a ‘pressure cooker’ environment
but are usually optimistic and
hoping for the best. My niece,
who works with the Israeli school
system, participated in the Tu
B’Shvat celebrations at the site
of the Carmel fire and returned
to comment that the forest floor
was covered with flowers some
of which had not been seen

for many years.
The synagogue in
the Artists Centre had not been
damaged , even
though everything around it
was. The school
was functioning
although the students who had
lived in residence
were living elsewhere and being
bussed in. The
political instability in Tunis had
erupted before I
left the country
and there was
concern about the possibility of a domino effect in other Arab lands. When I left Israel on
January 23rd it was predicted that there would
be demonstrations in Egypt and Jordon and
many people were concerned about the impact
political upheaval would have on Israel and
the Middle East generally. Two weeks later
the prediction has come to fruition. Yes, this
trip was different but my goals were met. I
renewed family ties and friendships, travelled on public transit much of the time, and
improved my Hebrew language skills. As
my Israeli nephew said “June came for her
periodic ‘Israel Fix’. Only time will tell when
I go back for my next ‘Israel Fix’.

Yael &Yishay harvesting olives

Noga & Ziv

Karen Or, Lior and Ran, Racheli
and families with June
Roni, Kfir/Ran, Racheli & families
This page is sponsored by Jeffrey and Sherril Stein.
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YOUTH
How to Understand Israel
in 60 Days or Less
by Mayah Holtslander, Youth Editor

A few months
ago, I was reading the McNally
Robinson Bookseller graphic novel section. I noticed a book
titled How to Understand Israel in 60 Days
or Less. The description did not reveal the
“political interpretations” of the book. I
spoke to others in an attempt to unearth the
political views it portrayed. I could not gain
information about the specific political stance
of the novel, but was led to believe it was a
book worth buying.
Before I began reading the book, I was
skeptical of what I might discover. Once
I began reading, I had to laugh at my own
skepticism because my reaction to this graphic
novel was the exact same skepticism that is
portrayed in the book. How to Understand
Israel is an autobiographical graphic novel by
Sarah Glidden. It is the story of a progressive
left-leaning American Jew, who decides to go
on a Birthright Israel tour. This book is about

Glidden’s own skeptical and critical views of
Israel being confronted on her trip. The novel
begins with Glidden proclaiming “I’m ready
to go there and discover the truth behind this
whole mess once and for all”. Yet after spending some time in Israel she becomes confused,
realizing this simplistic desire is not possible.
Overall, this graphic novel is not so much a
story of Israel but one of self-discovery. At
one point Glidden tries to express her feelings
by saying “I know the Palestinians are wrong
sometimes. But I always thought Israel was
more wrong because it has all the power. I
think I wanted to know for sure that Israel
was the bad guy. I wanted to know that I
could cut it out of my life for good. But now
I don’t know”.
Whether or not one agrees with Glidden’s
view of Israel, her attempt to learn and understand Israel is an enlightening process for both
her and the reader. Whatever one’s political
views may be, this novel makes you stop and
question your own beliefs. It also shows that

Israel’s history is complicated and that truly
understanding the conflict is almost impossible. As Glidden’s attempts to understand
the conflict, she only becomes more confused.
As well, I felt her portrayal of the tour-group
experience was extremely accurate. Overall,
this graphic novel is an interesting read and I
would recommend it to fellow young-adult/
adult readers.

The CFJS Calgary Conference
Bringing the Network Back to Saskatoon
by Shira Fenyes
Three weeks ago, Jonathan Katzman,
Jardena Gertler-Jaffe, Ayelet and Ido ShiryonWeissler and I attended the CFJS (Canadian
Federation of Jewish Students) ‘Calgary Province Conference.’ Leaving midterms behind,
we boarded our WestJet flight for a weekend
of Kosher food, intellectual stimulation and
new friendship.
Arriving in Calgary, we were joined by
fifty Jewish students gathered together from
around Western Canada. The weekend was
built to engage Jewish campus leaders. Joined
by specialists from around North America, we
participated in three full days of stimulating
discussions and diverse programming. We
were spiritually challenged by a New York
rabbinical student, questioned by modern
Jewish issues, inspired by Israel advocacy

and immersed in new friendships
that span the country. The conference featured a world-renowned
economist from the University of
Calgary, as well as a lobbyist from
the American Jewish Committee
(AJC). The mosaic of Jewish knowledge, and the people that filled the room made
the weekend a true success.
There is something about sitting around
the room with 50 other Jewish youth, singing
Havdallah that feels right. There is something
about challenging my Judaism against the
ideas of others that helps to build me. By
helping to create this network, we immersed
ourselves in something that stretches beyond
three days. What we gained from these experiences is more than can be summed up in

72 hours.
On behalf of the students of Saskatoon and
the Canadian Federation of Jewish Students
I would like to thank the B'nai Brith men for
their contribution to our travels. This weekend
was a unique opportunity that we were privileged to be a part of. The experience will only
help us continue to build and strengthen the
Jewish network right here at home.

This Page is sponsored by Toby Rose, Les Klein, Jonathon, Solomon and Benjamin of Toronto
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Raoul Wallenberg Memorial

by Elie Fenyes

January 17th is an annual day of remembrance for Raoul Wallenberg. Wallenberg
was a Swedish diplomat who at the time of the Holocaust offered Swedish protection
in order to help tens of thousands of Jews. My grandparents, who lived in Budapest
Hungry, were given the very rare “Schutz” pass, which would give them the opportunity to live under Wallenberg’s protection. If it weren’t for Wallenberg’s actions,
the odds of me being here today are very slim. My Dad, for about 10 years gave an
annual speech about how Wallenberg was directly involved in saving his life. A few
years ago we decided to do something different, and that’s where I came in the picture.
My Dad asked me to tell his family story. With no hesitation I instantly accepted this
great honor. Not only do I make my Dad happy, but also most of all, my grandparents
feel proud. Raoul Wallenberg’s message was that one-man could change the world.
In Judaism we say, “To save a life is to save a nation”. Wallenberg’s actions have
inspired me as one person, to make a difference in this world.
by Jan Gitlin
On January 13th, 2011 the Raoul Wallenberg
Memorial was held at College Park School.
Judge David Arnot, Head Commissioner for
the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission spoke briefly to the children assembled.
Representatives of the Federal, Provincial
and Municipal government addressed the
audience and a representative for the Muslim
community also said a few words. The official Raoul Wallenberg Remembrance Day
takes place each year on January 17th. This
special ceremony recognizes the legacy of
the Swedish diplomat who due to his brave
actions saved thousands of Jews.
Elie Fenyes spoke at the ceremony telling
the children that due to the actions of this
Swedish diplomat his life was saved long before he was born. Elie’s paternal grandmother
and immediate family were Hungarian Jews
who were helped by Raoul Wallenberg.
In 1944 Elie’s great-grandfather received
one of Wallenberg’s special protective passes,
or “Schutz-Pass”, for his family. It allowed
his great-grandmother, grandmother and his
grandmothers’ brother to take refuge in a
safe house, while his
great-grandfather was
sent to a labour camp.
“My grandmother
remembers eating
only from a rotten
bag of onions for
months,” said Elie.
“She knew nothing
but the never ending sound of nightly
bombings, cramped
conditions, endless

fear and constant hunger. She desperately
missed her father, who they assumed had been
murdered in a concentration camp.”
Despite regular inspections, from Nazi officers, his grandmother was able to survive until
the end of the war, when they were reunited
with Elie’s great-grandfather. Miraculously,
the entire family remained together, though
all of their extended family had been killed.

This page is sponsored by Gladys Rose of Toronto
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“It’s amazing. If that wouldn’t have happened, Elie would not have been here,” said a
12 year old student at College Park. The student said the presentations about Wallenberg’s
legacy encouraged him to stand up for others.
This is why we remember such an amazing
man as Raoul Wallenberg, by his example we
grow better citizens of the future.

What's
Happening with B'nai Brith
by Randy Katzman, President
As President of our
B'nai Brith Lodge, I
have been asked to
provide an article in
The Bulletin to keep
our community up-to-date on the activities of
our local lodge.
The highlights of our last Lodge meeting of
February 6, 2011, are as follows:
• Judge David M. Arnott, Chief Commissioner,
Human Rights Commission, spoke
to members of B'nai Brith regarding
improvements that he would like to bring
to the Human Rights Commission of
Saskatchewan. The improvements that he
would specifically like to implement would
be direct mediation, systemic advocacy and
a creation of a broad understanding of the
rights, responsibilities and respect which

As my father planted for
me before I was born,
So do I plant for those
who will come after me.
from the Talmud

Your contribution, sent to:
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
Congregation Agudas Israel,
715 McKinnon Avenue, Saskatoon
S7H 2G2
will be gratefully received and
faithfully applied.

come with citizenship in Canada. He would
like to obtain the support of our B'nai Brith
Lodge and I have been directed to provide
a letter of support form B'nai Brith to the
Human Rights Commission.
• We had a critical review of our most recent
successful annual B'nai Brith Dinner and
have come up with several changes to the
Dinner which should make the evening even
more enjoyable to those who would attend.
• B'nai Brith has been approached to lead the
Friday night service on April 29th, as well
as providing a light meal after the service
for the community.
• We are going to provide financial assistance
to the Legion to enable them to provide
wreaths instead of crosses to the public
school students who participate in the
Remembrance Day Service.

• B 'nai Brith passed a
motion that we would
provide $500.00 to Saskatchewan MultiFaith to be a major sponsor of their mobile
art exhibit which promotes diversity in the
province.
• T he B'nai Brith has set a date for the
Gerry Rose Dinner of June 3rd, 2011 and
a committee has been chosen to select the
winner of the Volunteer Award to be given
at that supper.
• B'nai Brith agreed to provide up to $1,800.00
to allow for the trade-in of the existing small
garden tractor at the cemetery to obtain a
new garden tractor.
These are just a few of the highlights of our
last meeting and once more, I would like any
member of our Jewish Community to get
involved in B'nai Brith!

The Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:
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The Arnold Family
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Glady Rose			
The Solsberg Family
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Glady Rose & Family			
				
Elaine & Sherwood Sharfe Cantorial Fund
David Erenberg
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Elaine & Sherry Sharfe 		
David Erenberg
In memory of Morris Erenberg
Heather & Les Fenyes & Family
						
Rabbi Roger Pavey Tikkun Olam Fund
		
Patricia Pavey			
Jack & Clara Milavsky Fund
Harold Milavsky
In honour of your 80th birthday
Gary, Shari, Jason
		
& Carla McNeil				
		
Seymour Buckwold Cultural Fund
Gerald Greenblat
In honour of your 80th birthday
Alan Rosenberg
		
& Lesley-Ann Crone			
			
Nathan & Grace Goluboff fund
The Solsberg Family
In memory of Al Solsberg
Steven, Leila &
		
Grace Goluboff & Family		
Lily Pekurovski
With condolences on the loss of
Steven & Leila Goluboff
your father, Gregory Trush
				
Avivi Young Shlichim Fund
Lily Pekurovski & Family
In memory of your father & grandfather
June Avivi				
Symma & Myron Love
In memory of Al Solsberg
June Avivi				
		
Mary Levers				
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Hazzan's Notes... from page 4
Sally Priesand as the first American Reform
woman Rabbi in 1972. I recently learned that
the very first woman Rabbi was ordained in
Germany, and killed in the Holocaust. The
impact of women in the pulpits of North
American synagogues has been profound,
helping to bring out the compassionate aspects of Judaism that were there, but in the
background.
This was the Jewish world that Debbie
Friedman entered with her first album in 1972.
She was seen by some as a pioneer, and by
others as a rebel, as she brought forth a whole
new way of singing. One statement that has
been often said recently by mourning Jewish
musicians is the idea that “Debbie was the
revolutionary who did the work which paved
the way” for two generations of new Jewish
music and musicians.
Thus Debbie became the exemplar, the
teacher, and a source for the fifth major factor in new synagogue worship styles and the
music that is part of them. She was a powerful
voice for Jewish feminism, and she quietly
set an early example that being gay is part of

the “big tent” in the modern Jewish community. These two factors alone had a profound
impact on the lives of some younger Jewish
musicians.
However, Debbie’s revolutionary role
goes beyond these personal expressions of
her take on Judaism. Many of her children’s
songs were written specifically to teach Jewish holiday rituals, and her famous “Aleph
Bet” song was even sung by “Barney the
purple dinosaur” on TV. Debbie pioneered
the concept of mixing English and Hebrew
in the same song, and she taught us how to
teach new songs quickly in any group setting.
By far, the most lasting impact of her life
and career will be the concept of “healing” as
a vital and authentic aspect of Jewish liturgy
and music. Debbie has rightly been called
“the troubadour of the Jewish Healing movement” - some say that she almost invented the
concept - and her “Mi Shebeirach” is sung
weekly throughout North America. Along
with the Jewish feminism that Debbie championed, Jewish healing addresses an approach
to Jewish ritual that has changed how Judaism

functions in the lives of individual Jews.
Debbie also brought God into the conversation of modern Judaism, and she brought joy
into Jewish music. Many of her best-loved
songs are in a Major key, while the majority
of Jewish music has been in a Minor key or
in one of our ancient musical modes. Perhaps
this helps explain why over 7,000 people
watched Debbie’s funeral via the Internet, and
why there has been such a huge outpouring of
grief over her untimely passing.
I knew Debbie well enough to understand
that she lived in pain with long-term illness.
The pastoral instinct in me says that “she is
at peace - may her soul be with God”, even
though another part of me would like to have
had many more years of her inspiration. She
leaves behind a body of over 200 songs in
some 20 CDs, and her music will live on
everywhere that Jews gather to “sing a new
song unto God” as she taught us to do.
God gives and God takes away - praised
is the Name of God.
May the soul of Debbie Friedman be
bound up in eternal life.

from the cultural consciousness of western
civilization.
Thus the religion of ancient Israel was replaced by a new one called Judahism, and its
followers Judahists. It has to be distinguished
from its successor, the great invention of the
second through the fifth centuries of the common era, Judaism, whose followers we know
as Jews. The religion of Judah, based on the
temple sacrifice to Yahweh, up to the destruction of the second Temple in 70CE, is distinct
historically from its descendant, the post
Temple faith known as “Rabbinic Judaism.”
Following are Akenson’s concluding remarks (after 400 pages of text):
(1) The two direct heirs of the Yahweh
faith, Christianity and Judaism are sisters, like
children of the same household, they are tied
together and eternally joined by their common
heritage, but rivals for the same hereditary
crown, forever at war.

(2) After the destruction of Judah’s capital
and temple, the Judahist faith (in its many
variants) had to be re-invented or die.
(3) Both the Christian and Jewish faiths
were lucky, key inventors and leaders surviving the turmoil of the ages.

A Book Review... from page 6
first nine books of the Hebrew Bible. What
the writer succeeded in doing was to put
together a coherent religious program that
was so strong, so convincing, that it replaced
whatever had been there before. Akenson
writes: “The final product was a tool for the
reconquest of Jerusalem by a narrow, highly
motivated, exiled, religious elite”.
In summary, the first nine books are a
‘unified invention’, in the form of historical
writing, integrating pieces already available,
and the product of a single great mind, both
writer and editor. Genesis-Kings, in its present
form, must be seen as an invention, a mixture
of collecting and editing old material, adding
new, tossing out some items and integrating
what was kept, and which occurred in the
middle years of the 6th century BCE. It is
the great unitary text on which Christianity
and modern Judaism eventually were built.
The text was never lost, and never separated
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Human Rights in Saskatchewan
... from page 9
and have their issues resolved, in a timely
and respectful fashion. Their needs, and their
needs alone, should be kept uppermost in
mind as we modernize the system.
The first Bill of Rights in North America
was drafted and legislated by Saskatchewan
Premier Tommy Douglas in 1947 prior to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights by
the United Nations in 1948 - a compelling,
enduring, universal document motivated in
large part as the world’s response to the senseless tragedy of the Holocaust. Years later, in
1960, Saskatchewan’s own Prime Minister
John Diefenbaker introduced a Canadian
Bill of Rights which was the precursor to the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Ours is a proud legacy of leadership and innovation in the legislation and administration
of human rights. As stewards of this legacy,
we have a responsibility to protect and promote our human rights and those of our fellow
citizens, and to perfect the systems that give
them definition, meaning, and relevance for
every one of us.

A Chabadnik in Saskatoon... from page 2
the costumes and peel away the layers we are
all one and the same. When it comes to the
Jew within, we connect seamlessly and there
are no barriers at all.
What is this common Jewish point
we all share? Is it a common culture?
Programming? DNA? Observance? History?
Anti-Semitism? Chicken soup?
What makes us human – and most
importantly, what makes us Jews – is one thing
and one thing only: Our soul, the Neshamah.
We are the soul, contained in the earthly
vessel that is the body. The soul is fashioned
by the Creator in His own Divine image. The
soul is immutable and eternal, just like its
Creator. A Jew has a unique Jewish soul. We
all possess this Divine Neshamah, regardless
of our background and the extent of our
Jewish observance.
The intimate appreciation of each soul’s
dignity – regardless of background, education,
or Jewish experience – drives the Chabadnik,
welcoming all with warmth and openness.
Eternal and humble respect for the mysterious
journey of every unique soul, and the
responsibility to do everything possible to
actualize that soul’s potential, lies at the heart
of a Chabad Chassid’s commitment: To not

just warm yourself in this cold universe but
to warm all those around you.
We are coming to Saskatoon to bring a
message of unconditional love that transcends
all our differences and the labels we sometimes
stick to ourselves. I think labels are important
… to provide a price, or a warning, or washing
instructions. But a label for a Jew? Labels
for Jews serve absolutely no purpose other
than to divide our people. All would agree
that more unity is what we need.
We intend to reach out to everyone,
hear their needs and the needs of their
children – personal, spiritual, and Jewish.
Many Jews today are either alienated by
religion and ritual, or turned off by those
Orthodox that take a condescending and
judgmental approach. Others find their
Judaism to be mostly mechanical, lacking
passion and meaning. Obligation, guilt, and
superstition drive many.
We want to launch educational programs
and classes that will celebrate the vitality,
joy and relevance of Judaism to our personal
lives. A Judaism that people look forward
to embracing. One that challenges our minds,
hearts, and souls – to dance and sing with
the poetry of our beautiful and rich tradition.

Our overarching goal is to empower our
community through Jewish knowledge and
increase Jewish awareness in Saskatoon and
the surrounding communities.
We are coming not as preachers, but as
partners. Not as pontificators, but as fellow
travelers and kindred spirits joining you in the
long history of our Jewish journey. Each of us
without exception is an indispensable musical
note in a large composition, each necessary
and each complementing the others. We are
midgets that stand on the shoulders of our
giant parents and ancestors, and now it is our
turn to carry the baton in the long marathon
that has spanned through the ages – linking
us in an unbroken chain from the times of
Abraham close to 4,000 years ago, through all
the ages. And now we are here in Saskatoon,
and the question we must ask ourselves is
this: How are we living up to our leg of the
journey?
We look forward getting to know you all
personally and working closely with every one
of you. Please see us as friends and family,
offering our hand in every possible way.

to live a proper life. You were a Real Mensch.
I want to finish by sharing a lucid dream I
experienced this week after my father died. In
this dream my father came to me and he was
smiling, or more like beaming, with perfect
shining teeth. My late Uncle Moe was also
with him. He gave me a box of hard candies.
Some of the candies were broken but he told

me that even if the candies are broken, they
are still good. I asked him: “What are you
doing here? You are dead.” And he said with
a bright smile: “I CAN DO ANYTHING!”
And despite being a man of science I think
he is absolutely right. Thank you.

Al Solsberg... from page 5
many times during his long life. He reinvented himself after his stroke and again when
he left his community and friends to move to
Winnipeg as an octogenarian to be closer to
his beloved girls.
This is definitely a time of loss and tears.
However it is also an opportunity to be grateful for having Albert Solsberg as part of our
lives.
We are all connected to our ancestors by
gossamer threads. This interdigitated family
and community thread is so fine and so precious that we often forget it is even there. It
is extraordinary how this fine web transforms
into a strong safe net during tough times. I
want to thank our web of friends, mishpochah,
spiritual leaders and community for supporting our family during this difficult time. I also
wanted to thank you, Dad, for showing us how
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FROM A QUALIFIED
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Darrell Nordstrom, R.F.P.,
C.F.P., CLU.
•Financial Estate Planning
•Investment Management
•Charitable Bequests
Assante Wealth Management
Wealth Creation, Preservation and Management

200 - 261 1st Ave. East
Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 1X2
Bus: 665-3377 Res: 933-4123

Editorial... from page 3
virulent Jew-hater and advocate of suicide
bombings, has often called for the death
of all Jews, and spoke to the huge crowd,
potentially inciting them to further acts of
anti-Semitism. Jordan’s new Justice Minister
Hussein Mjali, told Jordan’s Al-Arab Al-Yom
newspaper that Israel is a “terrorist state that
will be destroyed”.
In spite of moderate
Arabs, and attempts by organizations such as
the Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust
Studies to quell the rhetoric and work towards
the reversal of these trends, the reality, as the
Center’s Rabbi Marvin Hier states is that,
“there is a bold new kind of anti-Semitism
that is emerging around the world.” All of this
can be fanned by the rapid fire of the social
network tools.
Closer to home, our Congregation also uses
the Internet to communicate to its members.
It provides reminders of upcoming events,

provides a website that is the home to The
Bulletin, all in living colour and easily read,
and able to be forwarded to friends, relatives
and prospective members. Unfortunately, the
CAI website has not been adequately maintained and updated. The Board is committed
to rectifying that in the near future. This is an
area where volunteers with this type of expertise are welcomed. Our website is the portal to
our community for those considering a move
to Saskatoon or affiliating with a Jewish community. Maybe we need to have a Facebook
page. This has become the norm for many
organizations. Although the Bulletin provides
a plethora of information and a calendar of
events, it is not the dynamic device of the
Social Network. We do live in a new world
of sophisticated and rapid communication that
is enlightening, educational and exciting but
potentially frightful and dangerous.
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Yahrtzeits
February 25/26
Mendel Pepper
Jacob Rabkin
Gertrude Chertkow
Morris Gurstein
Freda Epstein
Reuben Brant
Harry Bondar
Yenta Shafer
Harry Aaron
Goldie Wolfe
Rebecca Segal
William Sklar
Fanny Shore
Max Taylor

Adar 21/22
Feb 25 (21)*
Feb 25 (21)
Feb 25 (21)*
Feb 25 (21)
Feb 27 (23)
Feb 27 (23)
Feb 28 (24)
Feb 28 (24)*
Feb 28 (24)*
Feb 28 (24)*
Feb 28 (24)
Mar 1 (25)*
Mar 1 (25)
Mar 2 (26)*

March 18/19
Ann Raisen

Adar II 12/13
Mar 18 (12)

March 25/26
Ann Leffman
Harry Steiger

Adar 19/20
Mar 26 (20)*
Mar 26 (20)*

April 1/2
Pearl Goodman
Solomon Ginsberg
Rebecca Forgan
Clara Lehrer
David Horowitz
J.M. Goldenberg
Jack Adilman

Adar 26/27
Apr 2 (27)*
Apr 3 (28)
Apr 3 (28)*
Apr 5 (Nisan 1)*
Apr 6 (2)
Apr 7 (3)*
Apr 7 (3)

March 4/5
Keile Bodovsky
William Katz
Nathan Gladstone
Vera Schlucker
Elaine Friedman
Gitman Chertkow
Rose Selchen
Marcia Sarlin

Adar 28/29
Mar 4 (28)
Mar 4 (28)*
Mar 5 (29)
Mar 8 (Adar II 2)
Mar 8 (2)
Mar 10 (4)*
Mar 10 (4)
Mar 10 (4)*

March 11/12
Raisa Mondrus
Motas Kleyman
Fred Shnay
Maurice Mitchell

Adar II 5/6
Mar 14 (8)*
Mar 16 (10)*
Mar 16 (10)*
Mar 17 (11)

April 8/9
Nisan 4/5
Abraham Teitelbaum Apr 8 (4)*
Jacob Barsky
Apr 8 (4)*
Dorothy Buckwold Apr 8 (4)*
Kariton Kolominsky Apr 9 (5)*
Samuel Brown
Apr 9 (5)
Marco Levy
Apr 9 (5)*
Eva Kolominsky
Apr 9 (5)*
David Shafer
Apr 9 (5)*
Bert Frank
Apr 10 (6)*
Samuel Caplan
Apr 10 (6)*
Dora Morgan
Apr 10 (6)*
Joe Goldenberg
Apr 10 (6)
Judah Jaffe
Apr 11 (7)
Lazer Gersher
Apr 11 (7)

Tel Aviv Desk... from page 10

Gerry Rose
Rachel Horotwitz
Miriam Shaket
Max Goldberg
Sarah Melamede
Jolan Zickerman
James Greenblat

Apr 12 (8)*
Apr 13 (9)
Apr 13 (9)*
Apr 14 (10)
Apr 14 (10)
Apr 14 (10)
Apr 14 (10)

April 15/16
Sarah Livergant
Fanny Filer
Joel Green
Keiva Feldman
Wolfe Korbin
Frank Bernbaum
Max Reznick
Dorey Heller
Alex Fayerman
Simcha Scharfstein
Edward Baron
Leopold Neumann
Solomon Neumann
Heshkel Soffer
Sara Berenbom
Abraham Bobroff
Tamara Avivi

Nisan 11/12
Apr 15 (11)*
Apr 15 (11)
Apr 15 (11)*
Apr 15 (11)
Apr 16 (12)*
Apr 16 (12)*
Apr 16 (12)*
Apr 16 (12)
Apr 17 (13)
Apr 17 (13)
Apr 18 (14)
Apr 19 (15)*
Apr 19 (15)*
Apr 19 (15)
Apr 20 (16)*
Apr 21 (17)*
Apr 21 (17)*

April 22/23
Kasiel Winocour
David Katz
Bud Wasserman

Nisan 18/19
Apr 23 (19)
Apr 23 (19)*
Apr 23 (19)*

Liza Portnaya
Gildie Filer
Sadie Goldstein
Enid Wine

Apr 27 (23)
Apr 27 (23)*
Apr 27 (23)
Apr 28 (24)*

April 29/30
Nisan 25/26
Molly Grotsky
Apr 30 (26)*
Clara Filer
Apr 30 (26)*
Aaron Volansky
May 1 (27)*
Judel Teitelbaum
May 1 (27)*
Bertha Roe (Baron) May 2 (28)
Keos Lertzman
May 2 (28)*
Jacob Morgan
May 2 (28)*
Bernice Levitan
May 2 (28)
Sarah Mazer
May 3 (29)*
Mordecha Bernbaum May 3 (29)*
Jennie Shore
May 3 (29)
Morris Shechtman May 3 (29)*
Isadore Aarons
May 4 (30)*
William Brandt
May 4 (30)
Isador Sugarman
May 5 (Iyar 1)
Norbert Meth
May 5 (1)*
Mrs. Mani Udin
May 5 (1)*
Max Swartz
May 5 (1)*
Leonid Flikshteyn May 5 (1)*
Joe Scharfstein
May 5 (1)

changes, will the revolutionary wave sweep powerful, corrupt – and the next, not knowing to two main assumptions. Some say that the
across the Middle East – into Jordan, Saudi what kind it will be. Once the transition period developments in the Arab world show clearly
Arabia or even Syria? In other words, the pes- is settled and if democratic elections will that the main issues and threats regarding the
simists began talking about a new era in which be held, the main issue is that there doesn’t Middle East are not the Israeli-Palestinian
Israel will find itself completely isolated in seem to be a real leadership that is capable conflict, as many western leaders and pubthe region as all it’s allies will lose their grip of bringing the opposition together. In such a licists think, rather the nature of the Arab
of power and the crowds – mostly hostile to case, the concern in Israel is that the “Islamic and Islamic regimes. Such analysts rely, for
Israel – will take over. There were hardly Brotherhood” will be a major political power example, on the new Turkish policy regardany analysts that even dared to assess an – even if analysts say that they’re incapable ing the west, and it’s ties with Syria and Iran.
optimistic outcome. Regarding the US, there of taking power by force – meaning the ties On the other hand, there are analysts who
was pretty much a consensus that Obama does with Israel will probably not be as strong as think this is the right time for Israel – and the
not understand the region, doesn’t understand they were with Mubarak. The fact that Israeli- West – to promote peace agreements with the
what “democracy” means in countries such Egyptian relations are referred to as a “cold current leaders in the Arab world – in Syria,
as Egypt and many wonder about his attitude peace” is true, but until now the IDF and the Saudi Arabia and with the Palestinians – thus
towards Mubarak – an important ally prior to Army in Egypt held close ties, especially in achieving both stability to the region and an
the protests. Due to such assessments, there the intelligence arena. These ties are bound opposition to the “Axis of Evil” lead by Iran.
One thing is certain, Israel – with all it’s
was a point in which PM Netanyahu was the to loosen as well.
only leader that publicly supported Mubarak
Israeli officials are carefully expressing the political scandals and it’s internal conflicts
(and even agreed to a deployment of a few strategic importance of maintaining the peace – is an island of sanity, in democratic terms,
hundred Egyptian troops in the Sinai penin- treaty – after all it is in Egypt’s interest as well. amidst what seems to be an ocean of uncersula, a violation of the peace treaty). However With a perspective of a few weeks, whatever tainty. We have the job to keep it as such,
it soon became clear that there was no going the outcome may be, there is a feeling here while aiming towards a better society where
back for Egypt, and so Israel’s policy was to in Israel that even after Mubarak’s overthrow, there is space for all – Jews, Arabs, Religious,
try to keep itself out of the issue as much as we’re still far from a critical situation in mili- Secular, Sepharadi, Ashkenazi and so on –
possible.
tary terms. We are and should be concerned in this small Jewish and Democratic State.
As to what the future brings, there are of about the developments but we must keep Sounds challenging? Definitely. But the other
course various possibilities. First of all, the from public statements that might suggest any options are far worse…
Army has the difficult task of being a transi- Israeli involvement in Egypt’s internal affairs.
tion between the former regime – totalitarian,
Finally, the broader picture brings analysts
This page is sponsored by Ann & Debbie Diament of Toronto
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Hebrew School Kids Make Peace (Shalom)

Good
Girl
by Natasha Stubbs
Another Successful Shabbat Dinner

Don’t slouch
Don’t curse
Be a good girl
Put on that pink dress
Good girls don’t wear torn jeans
Wear that cute little barrette
Good girls don’t muss up their hair
Don’t dare say that
Good girls don’t speak their minds
Never speak
Good girls only speak when spoken to
Don’t be stronger than boys
Good girls are meek
Put down that book
Good girls are simple
Be a good girl now and hide who you are
Squelch your potential and be a good wife
Put away your dreams of being great
Be a good girl and embrace fate

This Page is Sponsored by the United Israel Appeal of Canada
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March 2011 • Adar I/Adar II 5771
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

1 Adar I 25

Wednesday

2 Adar I 26

Thursday

3 Adar I 27

Friday

4 Adar I 28

8:00 p.m. led by JSA,
with Oneg Shabbat
*Grant Scharfstein

Rosh
Adar II 2
Chodesh
Rosh Chodesh
Silver Spoon Pre-Sale
Sam Keonig JSA Dinner
- 5 pm - Wine & Cheese at Shira Fenyes' House
Silver Spoon Work Bee Reception at the Sheraton
Veggie & Cheese Prep "Canada and the Middle
East" Speaker Dr.
Hebrew Lesson 2 pm
Zachariah Kay 8 pm CAI

6 Adar I 30

13 Adar II 7

7 Adar II 1

8

14 Adar II 8

15 Adar II 9

2pm shiur Ivrit (Adult
Hebrew lesson).

20 Adar II 14
Purim
10am Megillah fun, kids
carnival and lunch

7pm Spacial craft meet
with Marsha Scharfstien.

21 Adar II 15

22 Adar II 16

Shushan Purim

9 Adar II 3

10 Adar II 4

11 Adar II 5

Saturday

5 Adar I 29

Pekude
Shabbat Shekalim

Dvar Torah by Dr. Lou
Horlick.
* David Katzman

12 Adar II 6
Vayikra
Adult Purim Party
* June Avivi

16 Adar II 10

"Misconceptions of my
faith" U of S Arts Room
143 - Heather Fenyes will
represent the Jewish Faith
(Women only)
7-9 pm

23 Adar II 17

17 Adar II 11
Fast of Esther

6:00 p.m., with a dairy/
veggie potluck dinner
* Harold Shiffman

24 Adar II 18

Board Meeting

25 Adar II 19
8pm Young Adults get
together @ Rebbeca &
Steven Simpson's house

7 pm

Holy Pan Cooking Class
7 pm

18 Adar II 12

19 Adar II 13
Tzav
Shabbat Zachor
Tel Aviv Night

Size Doesn't Matter
* Lou Horlick

26 Adar II 20
Shemini
Shabbat Parah
*Marsha Scharfstein

27 Adar II 21

Breakfast Club
10 am

28 Adar II 22

29 Adar II 23

30 Adar II 24

31 Adar II 25

2pm shiur Ivrit (Adult
Hebrew lesson).

-Saul Bellow, “Seize the Day”

April 2011 • Adar II/Nisan 5771
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

The Jews are like other people,
only more so.

Chaim Weizmann’s dictum, quoted by Arthur Koestler
3 Adar II 28

BBYO & JSA Program
2pm shiur Ivrit (Adult
Hebrew lesson).

A man is only as good
as what he loves.

4 Adar II 29
7pm The Holy Pan
(Israeli cooking class).

5 Nisan 1

Rosh Chodesh

6 Nisan 2

7 Nisan 3

Friday

1 Adar II 26

Saturday

2 Adar II 27

April 1-3
Tazria
UIA Shabbaton with Evan
Shabbat Hachodesh
Mendel and creative
service - 8 pm
* Ron Waldman
*Franci Holtslander

8 Nisan 4

9 Nisan 5
Metzora

Dvar Torah by a
congregant.

*Steven Goluboff

10 Nisan 6

11 Nisan 7

12 Nisan 8

10am Breakfast Club

18 Nisan 14

Search for Chametz
Pre-Pesach Tea at Linda’s
New House 2 – 4 p.m.
First Seder

24 Nisan 20
Chol Hamoed

4:15pm Hebrew School
Passover Seder

14 Nisan 10

25 Nisan 21
Pesach
OFFICE CLOSED

19 Nisan 15
Pesach 10am Service
• JSA Seder at the home
of the Shlichim
• Community Seder contact Cantor Neil
OFFICE CLOSED

26 Nisan 22

20 Nisan 16
Pesach

15th-17th BBYO IRK
Convention in Saskatoon
*Heather Fenyes

21 Nisan 17
Chol Hamoed

22 Nisan 18
Chol Hamoed

Board Meeting
8 pm

16 Nisan 12
Acharel Mot
Shabbat Hagadol
* Jan Gitlin

23 Nisan 19
Chol Hamoed
* Michael Gertler

OFFICE CLOSED

27 Nisan 23

28 Nisan 24

Pesach
10 am Service
Yizkor
OFFICE CLOSED

* Bema Roster

15 Nisan 11
6:00 p.m., led by BBYO

Dr. Simon Lasair Head
of Judaic Studies UofS
Limmud "How do you solve
a problem like the talmud"
7 pm

2pm shiur Ivrit (Adult
Hebrew lesson)

17 Nisan 13

13 Nisan 9

This page is sponsored by B’nai Brith Lodge #739

29 Nisan 25

30 Nisan 26

6:00 p.m., led by B'nai
Brith, with a dairy dinner

Kedoshim

*Michael Gertler

* Seth Shacter

